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President’s Comments

ACP North Texas,
Business Continuity Awareness Week was May 18th – 22nd. Did you
participate in any outreach and awareness activities? Did the
pandemic provide all the resiliency awareness your organization
needs? Be sure to share your success stories during our next ACP
meeting.
On a separate note, I’ve noticed lately many research articles
finding their way to my LinkedIn feed or inbox. Content ranges from
very interesting, practical, or just makes you go “hmm”. I thought I’d
share a few that stuck out to me.
A recent study from Yale analyzed municipal wastewater as a
method to detect COVID-19. Rather than the delay of being
symptomatic and receiving test results back, this study suggests
communities can predict forthcoming COVID-19 cases with a full
week’s notice by analyzing the sewage - giving public health officials
an indicator of what is to come.
This form of “wastewater
epidemiology” has been used previously to detect polio in other
countries. While it might be pretty gross, what an interesting way to
indicate how a community is trending – just look at their waste.

Training Opportunities ................ 6

Decades of social science research and disasters tells us a
great deal about warnings, risk communication, and
advisories. Kathleen Tierney from the Natural Hazards
Center highlights that those at risk from COVID-19 must be
able to receive and comprehend warning information,
understand that it applies to them personally with the
capacity to implement appropriate protective measures.
Subgroups within the population may struggle with
questionable information sources or are not likely to
personalize advisories and take them seriously. Social
inequalities heavily influence who is disproportionately
impacted as well (i.e. salaried full time working from home
versus hourly employees reporting on-site). It will be
interesting to see how advisory fatigue sets in and how
diligent we all remain with the protective actions we are
personally taking.
Source: https://items.ssrc.org/covid-19-and-the-social-sciences/disaster-studies/pandemicand-disaster-insights-from-seventy-years-of-social-science-disaster-research/

Now that we are a few months into the pandemic,
anticipate more epidemiological studies and social science
research to find its way into your inbox or LinkedIn. Those
with strong methods in peer reviewed academic outlets
may be worth a read. While their purpose is not to solve
practical issues, they can help inform our approach to
making our organizations more resilient as we continue
during this pandemic. I might ignore studies with a small
sample size (n<20) or content with less than a 95%
confidence interval, however.
Stay resilient!
Luis Tapia

Source:
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.05.19.20105999v1.full.pdf?
fbclid=IwAR2gAGvppzoJ_ix75mCaVZQYxpHllbvEXGa6zNhHuGuq6lA0UrfRirTku5A

Program Updates by Chet Bojarski
Programs by Chet Bojarski
Our program, just like our members, will not let COVID-19 be a
reason not to continue to be advocates for our Resiliency, DR,
and Crisis professions! We are proud to continue our tradition of
monthly meetings for the ACP-North Texas Chapter Members by
going virtual. We as a Board of Directors are proud to continue
this rich monthly tradition for our members with timely
presentations while also keeping members safe. We hope in
these different times we find ourselves living in, the benefits of
being an ACP-NT Member continue to be a great investment for
each of you.

observations. For those who have attended the previous two
years on site at Toyota, you know they always put on a great
event with wonderful insight. Even though this year we will not be
at the Toyota Campus, we still know it will be a wonderful
session. The event link will be sent to those who have registered.

Stay Safe! Stay Resilient! Stay Positive!
- Chet

Our May 5th meeting was sponsored by Fusion Risk
Management. Our guest speaker was Lynn James of Fusion
Risk Management and he presented on “The Importance of
Building a Resilient Ecosystem”. His presentation (from what
looked like a wonderful log cabin), provided insight on the
importance of the Ecosystem we all depend on, while also
interlacing the impact COVID-19 has had on it. His timely
presentation gave us all some insight we should be considering
as we work our way through the Pandemic and the supplier
impacts. Special thanks to Grainne Mitchell from Fusion
(gmitchell@fusionrm.com) who coordinated the event with us.
We will see Fusion again as they sponsor our chapters October
2020 event with a special workshop (and hopefully networking
event if COVID-19 allows it).
For those who were unable to attend the session, Fusion
recorded it for us. Lynn’s recorded presentation can be found at
the bottom of our chapter events page, or at the following
link https://service.ringcentral.com/recording/play/
ianVUrTOeAv6RkWD6OsL5hlIeAWBYL_dnSxTm0z_TP9Gg7FBTpm-YrUrhisL6Xtn
As we move to our June 2nd meeting, we start our annual
Summer Speaker Series. It is sponsored by our friends at Toyota
Motors North America. Mark Doi and his team will be our
presenters for this session. We look forward to their insight on
COVID-19 and the impact to their industry, along with other

North Texas ACP Chapter Meetings
Meetings are generally held the first Tuesday of every month from 12:00 noon to 2:00 pm. The location varies, so check the
Chapter Newsletter or Website for location information. If you have a topic you would like discussed or presented, please
contact any of our board members (Sidebar on page 3).
Next Meeting
Agenda
Meeting Survey
Date
Time
Location

June 2, 2020
11:45 am— 1:30 pm
Virtual Meeting
Toyota

Topic

COVID-19 Impact to auto industry
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Presenter

Mark Doi

Has BCM protected shareholder value in the COVID-19 outbreak?
Published: Tuesday, 28 April 2020 09:37
As well as being a terrible human tragedy, and triggering a global economic
crisis; the current COVID -19 outbreak provides a unique opportunity to
study how different businesses manage disruption, and which approaches
are most effective. Specifically, this article, by Patrick Roberts, looks at
whether firms that have adopted good practice in business continuity management (BCM) suffered less impact on their share prices during the initial
stage of the COVID-19 outbreak than those that haven’t.
In their series of studies of the impact of crises, Knight and Pretty identified
a consistent pattern in the trajectory of firms’ share prices after a wide
range of incidents. In the immediate aftermath of an incident all firms suffer
a decline in their share price relative to the rest of the market but, within
about four weeks, there is a visible split into ‘Recoverees’, whose share
price begins to rise again, and ‘Non-Recoverees’, whose share price continues to decline.
The COVID-19 pandemic is fundamentally different in that all firms were
impacted simultaneously. Therefore, instead of comparing changes in the
share price of a single affected firm relative to the rest of the market (as per
Knight and Pretty); this study is a straightforward (ordinary-least-squares)
regression of the changes in each firm’s share price against a range of explanatory and control variables.
Read More from Continuity Central here.

BC/DR Job Postings
Looking for a new position, Cheyene Marling at BC Management suggests
subscribing to their BCM Career Alerts (orange button) on their website. The
system quickly notifies professionals once a new job is posted that might be a
potential match to your search preferences.

Posted LinkedIn positions:

Other Opportunities:

Business Continuity Analyst
Texas Capital Bank
Richardson, TX

Enterprise BC Analyst Senior
National General Insurance
Farmers Branch, TX

2020 Chapter Officers
PRESIDENT
Luis Tapia II, CBCP, CEM
972-861-6199
luis_tapia_ii@fanniemae.com
SECRETARY
Michelle Sherman-Cheng, ABCP
972-239-0200
michelle.scheng@systemware.com
TREASURER
Phyllis MacLachlan
817-699-4358
pmaclachlan@corelogic.com
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION
Tim Prewitt, CBCP
972-240-2401
timprewitt@verizon.net
DIRECTOR OF MEMBERSHIP
Joel Navarro, CBCP, MBCI
972-687-4090
Joel.navarro@mkcorp.com
DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMS
Chester Bojarski, MBCP
chet_bojarski@yahoo.com
WEB MASTER
Mark Pousard, MBCP, CBCLA
970-817-1258
mwpousard@gmail.com
MENTORSHIP
George Philpott, CBCP
214-296-0708
gwphilpott@aol.com

Disaster Recovery Planner
Pinnacle Group, Inc.
Dallas, TX
Business Continuity Program Manager
Parkland Hospital
Dallas, TX
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Why Join?

COVID-19: A Long-Term BCM
Challenge Without Precedent

Knowledge.
Integrity.

The crisis that is coronavirus has revealed key weaknesses

Innovation.

in business continuity across all industries. New thinking is

Support.
ACP is the premier organization for

needed to make significant changes in order to create truly

resilient organizations.

business continuity professionals

Many disasters are slow-moving, generated by the

providing a powerful networking

aggregation of small failures that emerge out of normal

and learning environment for its

conditions that conceal their nature. But COVID-19 is

members.

different – it is an extreme shock to the global system.

Known for its progressive programs,

Unlike most natural disasters, which affect only small parts

workshops and symposiums, the
organization has become a unifying

of the world, the pandemic is everywhere. Firms from all

force in defining and leading the

four corners of the globe did not foresee a disruption which

continuously evolving fields of

would simultaneously hit their entire ecosystem of

business continuity, disaster

suppliers and business partners.

recovery and emergency response.

Our digital and local lives are expanding. It feels like our

We would love feedback from you
regarding our meetings. Below are the
QR codes for some previous meetings.
Scan the code with your phone and
answer 10 questions. Thank you.

physical and global lives are contracting, creating changes
that have accelerated the fragmentation of the global
economy resulting in an unprecedented level of
uncertainty, both for businesses and our society.
What is playing out right now before our eyes are a health

May Meeting
Fusion Risk Mgt.

crisis and economic impact on a global scale not seen since
World War II.

Link to entire document here at DRJ.
Read more
April Meeting
Fannie Mae
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2020 MEETING SCHEDULE
Schedule and Locations are Subject to Change!

2020 Dates
June 2
July 7
August 4
September 1
October 6
November 10
December 8

Virtual Session with Toyota Motors North America
Virtual Session
Boy Scouts of America, Irving
Sirius Computer Solutions, Dallas
Hosted by Fusion
Boy Scouts of America, Irving
Holiday Luncheon & Year End Event (North Texas Chapter members-only)

Check here for most current topic, speaker, and meeting location updates
Please contact a board member if there is a topic that you would like discussed, if interested in presenting,
or know of others who would be willing to present an upcoming meeting.

The Irony of a BC Planner in the Spotlight
By and large, crises are a wet blanket to shenanigans. Obviously! But that doesn’t mean fun isn’t
important. A positive work/life balance is essential when life is circumscribed by quarantines and
social distancing. So, while this article does touch on COVID-19, what I really want to talk about is a
good party.
The other day, I experienced something I never expected: a cousin of mine called to ask my
professional advice. If you’re in HR or investing, this may sound like no big deal. I get it. But as a
business continuity/disaster recovery (BC/DR) professional, this never happens. We’re a niche
industry, to put it nicely. But the events we’re seeing today are creating a weird cosmic alignment
where BC/DR skills are relevant and interesting! Perhaps it’s vanity speaking – I’ll admit to a little
vanity – but it’s about time we were in the spotlight!
If you’re reading this, it’s likely you are part of the BC industry. Which is great, because that means
we can geek out about our successful DR tests or when “that plan” completely crashed just like you
knew it would because some manager refused to put in the time. There’s a rule in the BC/DR trade:
any gathering of three or more BC/DR professionals eventually leads to disaster. Unlike most
parties, our get-togethers are full of crises, disasters, and emergencies. And we like it that way!
Read More
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TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
Upcoming Conferences
Ongoing Webinars
DRJ Fall 2020
September 28—October 1, 2020—Phoenix, AZ
In Person + Virtual
Conference Link
INTERFACE Dallas
October 14, 2020—Irving Convention Center
Conference Link

DRJ Spring 2021
March 28-31, 2021—Orlando, FL
Critical Facilities Connect Conference
September 14-15, 2020 Charlotte, NC
North Texas Facilities Expo
October 7-8. 2020 Arlington, TX

Federal Government
Webinar link Held on the 1st Wednesday of every month at
1 P.M. Central Time.
ACP International
Webinar link Held monthly. Check website for details.
Firestorm
Webinar link Held monthly. Check website for details,
scroll down and look under Events
Bright Talk
Webinar link Random scheduling.

Courses Beyond Conferences/Webinars
Business Continuity Institute www.thebci.org

Local Certification Classes

Disaster Recovery Institute International www.drii.org

DRI

InfraGard (Partnership between FBI and Public Sector
www.infragard.org
BCLE 2000 Dallas 7/13/2020 - 7/172020, $2750 Does not
include lodging/transportation. Class Link

BCI
BCI - CBCI Certification Course Understand the business
continuity concepts and good practices !
June 08-10 / June 15-17 / June 22-24
BCI - Incident Response and Crisis Management How to be
efficient when D-Day comes June 08-09
BCI - Supply Chain Resilience Lawsuits won't help you
continue now
CBCI Certification Course (Dallas, TX)
December 2-4, 2020 through Premier Continuum
Class Link

TEEX www.teex.org
ISO Based Training https://pecb.com/training
National Initiative for Cybersecurity Careers and Studies (NICCS)
Training More info
Here are a more ways to find out what we have planned:
Our web site: http://northtx.acp-international.com
Join our LinkedIn Group for the latest updates
Follow us on Twitter: @Northtxacp

